Look me in the eyes
See beyond the stereotype
Embrace my humanity

In/Dignity

CSUSB Anthropology Museum
18 January - 11 December 2018
**In|Dignity**

Opening Reception:
Thursday 1/18/18, 4:30-7:30pm

In|Dignity is a partnership between the Anthropology Museum at CSUSB and the Inland Empire community. Combining documentary portraits by CSUSB Professor Thomas McGovern and autobiographical reflections by over forty community participants, the exhibition documents the role of difference in shaping understandings, opportunities, and identities.

The title “In|Dignity” is meant to be read as a single word – “indignity” – and also as two separate words – “in dignity.” These two meanings capture precisely what the exhibition examines: experiences with oppression, discrimination, bigotry, exclusion, and prejudice, and simultaneously the pride and self-respect that we must have for ourselves and for others facing injustice.

Solidarity requires empathy. Listen to our stories.

CSUSB Anthropology Museum
College of Social and Behavioral Sciences, Room 306

This project was made possible with support from California Humanities, a non-profit partner of the National Endowment for the Humanities. Visit www.calhum.org. Additional financial support for In|Dignity provided by the CSUSB Students through their Instructionally Related Programs Fee, a CSUSB Office of Student Research Faculty/Student Grant, the CSUSB Office of Community Engagement Service Learning Fellowship and Community-Based Research Mini-Grant, the CSUSB College of Social and Behavioral Sciences, and a Mervyn M. Dymally African American Political and Economic Institute Research Grant. The opening reception for In|Dignity is sponsored by the CSUSB University Diversity Committee.